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National Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, CSIR, P.O. Box 395, Pretoria 0001. South Africa 
Abstract We consider a pursuitmvasion differential game in the half plane in which the players, i.e. the 
pursuer and the evader, have simple motion and thus are "pedestrians" a la Isaacs. In the present paper 
we present a complete analysis of this state-constrained pursuit~evasion differential game for the case 
where the pursuer is faster than the evader. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the fol lowing very simple pursuit  and evasion situation: two distinct points, P (the 
"pursuer")  and E (the "evader") ,  move in the half  plane R c ~2 R = {(x ,y ) lx  >~ 0} and, at will, 
can choose their instantaneous headings of  q5 and ~b respectively, which are measured in a 
counter-clockwise direction from the posit ive y-axis.  We assume that the speeds of  P and E are 
constant,  and that they are Vp and VE respectively. The equations of  mot ion are then 
dxp dy e dXE d3'F 
dt -- vp sin ~b, ~-  - Vp cos qS, dt - t'E sin q,, dt -  VE COS ~9, 
where (Xp, yp) and (XE, YE) denote the instantaneous posit ions in the playing space R of P and E 
respectively. Here, 
Xp(t) />0, xF( t )>~O,  for all t>~0. 
We also assume that the pursuer P has a circular capture set of  radius / > 0, centered at his 
instantaneous posit ion [xp(t), 3'p(t)] so that capture of  E by P is affected whenever 
,,/(Xp - xE)2 + (3'p - YE)2 ~< l, 
whereupon the game is terminated. We refer to the l imiting case where l -+ 0 as "point  capture".  
It is convenient o consider the relative state variables 
/,, 
Y = YE -- YP, Z & Xp- -  X~, 
and it is also convenient o transform the equations of  mot ion to a dimensionless form: y ~ y /L ,  
. / z --+ z /L ,  -vc -+ xE / j ,  l --+ l / L  and t --+ wE~L,  where L is a characterist ic length. In addit ion, the speed 
ratio 
A Up :X - -  
U E 
and we assume throughout  hat 
~>1.  
Hence (see Fig. 1), the equations of  mot ion become 
i" = cos ~ - ~ cos 4, } 
- = sin ~9 - ~ sin q5 
.~t = - sin $, 
and the state constraints are 
(1) 
z+.v  E~O; f (2) 
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finally, the game is terminated when 
r :+  :2 = 12" (3) 
This pursuitmvasion differential game is alluded to in [1]-see, in particular, p. 144, where a 
"geometric method" is mentioned, calling for the construction of the Apollonius circle based on 
the segment [PE] that corresponds to the (speed) ratio :~. This geometrical construction is indeed 
the key for the solution of simple-motion state constrained ifferential games in the plane. All this 
notwithstanding, depending on the actual form of the state constraint, the Apollonius circle answer 
requires substantiation, for it is sometimes wrong. Hence, in the present paper we present a 
complete analysis of the simple state-constrained pursuit~evasion differential game (I) (3), and we 
clearly indicate the necessary solution steps, thereby validating the "geometric method" in the 
specific (and simple) situation under consideration. Thus, we hope that the insights gained will be 
a step toward a methodology for the solution of simple-motion pursuit<vasion differential games 
with more complex state constraints. 
Hence, in Section 2 of the present paper we investigate the pertinent state space. In Section 3 
we analyze the surface in the state space that separates the region in the state space where the state 
constraint is active and the region in the state space where the state constraint is not active. In 
Section 4 we discuss the "Wall Pursuit Game" that ensues in the special case where the evader E 
is initially on the state constraint. These investigations are preliminary to the tentative solution in 
Section 5 of the state-constrained differential game in that part of the state space where the state 
constraint is active. The solution in Section 5 is indeed tentative, for 
(i) one must show that the ensuing pursuit strategy is a capture strategy, and, in addition, 
(ii) one must perform a verification step to validate the tentative solution. 
The above-mentioned two steps are discussed in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. In Section 8 we 
discuss certain interesting aspects concerning Isaacs" alternative approach to the solution of the 
differential game. This approach is based on the retrograde solution of the equations of motion 
and the differential equations for the co-state variables. Here, the novel facet of the problem has 
to do with the fact that the target set meets the state constraint, at which points the classical 
transversality conditions no longer hold. Indeed, the transversality conditions are local in nature, 
and had this statc of affairs not occurred, the transversality conditions in the state constrained 
problem would have been no different han in the classical state unconstrained case. In the problem 
under consideration of simple motion pursuit ewtsion in the half plane, the fact that the target set 
ineets the state constraint in the state space is crucial, and it globally affects the solution in that 
part of the state space where the state constraint is effective. Obviously, the method employed in 
Sections 5 7 and the approach of Section 8 are fully equivalent (and are complimentary in the 
process of solving the pursuit evasion problem). Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 9. 
2. THE STATE SPACE 
The state constraint (2) is not active in the part V of the state space (y, z, -re) where : ~< 0; or 
if : > 0, then the state constraint is not active, provided that 
L "] vr :+:  ~ 1-(:~ I) - ~<I. 
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Hence, the (complementary) part V of the state space (y, z, xE) where the state constraint (2) 
is active is 
V= (y,Z, XE) IO<xE<Z- -  1 - , Z>0,  2+Z2>/  ; 
~- I  x/ 
whereas 
~'= (y,z, xE)IXE>~Z 1 - - z >~0, J y2+,2>l  
0~- -1  ' 
U{(x,y, ZE)IZ+XE>~O, Z<<,O, Jy2+z2>l}.  
The partition of the state space into P U V is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Naturally, we shall focus on the solution in V of the pursuit-evasion differential game (1) (3). 
Now, the (two-dimensional) target manifold {(y,z, xE)ly2+z2=/2} is almost completely con- 
tained in the part ff of the state space not affected by the state constraint. The only exposed part 
(in V) of the target set is the (bold line) semicircle in the plane xE = 0 at the intersection of the 
dividing surface and the target manifold (see Fig. 3). Hence, optimal trajectories starting out in 
the (open) set V must either terminate on the above-mentioned target semicircle J-, 
y2 + Z2 = 12, ,Z >~ 0, XE = 0 (4) 
(i.e. we now have a one-dimensional target manifold .Y-in V) or, alternatively, the optimal 
trajectories must penetrate the dividing surface on which surface the optimal cost is known. The 
solution in S is given in Section 3 below. In addition, the optimal flow can possibly exit from V 
by entering the plane xt = 0~on which plane the optimal cost is known, and it is given in Section 4. 
We finally remark that the case l > 0 (illustrated in Fig. 2) allows us also to clarify the situation 
in the limiting (and simpler) case of point capture illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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XE / x  : z  I-----rl - ---/'L-- ', -> 
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Fig. 2. The slate space (y,z,x~). 
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Fig. 3. The state space (y, z, x E) in the special l = 0. 
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3. THE DIVIDING SURFACE 
The dividing surface S, indicated in Figs 2 and 3, that separates the region V in the state space 
where the state constraint is active and the region 17 in the state space where the state constraint 
is not active, is explicitly given by xE = x~(y, z), where 
:~-  1 x/Y-+Z" ) z~>0, v - '+z2> (5) 
Note that S c l ?, and in 17 optimal play (in the max rain time-to-capture differential game) calls 
for "Line of Sight" (LOS) strategies namely in V the optimal strategies are 
05"=¢*=tg  t--; (6) 
I '  
thus, in 17 the time-to-capture (value function) T(y, z, xE) is given by 
T(.v, _ .v~ ) = x/)'e + z: (7) 
Furthermore, the pursuit LOS strategy 05* is a capture strategy. The following now holds. 
Proposition I 
The dividing surface S is invariant under the optimal LOS strategies (6). Moreover, the (optimal) 
flow on S converges toward the target set ,Y-. 
Proq[? Denote by f (e  N3) the right-hand side (RHS) of the differential (dynamical) system (1), 
and let n(e g~) denote the unit vector normal to S at O', z, xE) on S and pointing into V. Thus, 
equation (5) yields 
yz ~)~'~" 1 - I  /7" - - - - -  +-1 - (~ - 1) (8) n= l (y2+:_  _ v ' )  + :2  (y~-~2)3,'.~ ' • 
Hence, if we insert equation (6) into the RHS of equation (I) and we evaluate the inner product 
(n,/") ,  where n is given by equation (8), we then calculate (n , f )= 0 for all (y,- ,  x~:)e S. This 
means that the surface S is invariant under the strategies (6). Finally, the flow (on S) converges 
toward ,Y- because the optimal LOS pursuit strategy 05* is a capture strategy. [] 
Corollary 2: The set V is invariant under the optimal LOS strategies (6). [] 
A calculation similar to that in Proposition 1 further reveals that P cannot enforce penetration 
of the dividing surface S for initial states in V; however, E can always force the system state to 
transverse the surface S if on S P adheres to his optimal LOS strategy. Hence, for initial states 
in l" it is E's prerogative, in response to P's capture strategy in V, either to opt for penetrating 
S so that termination is brought about in 17, in which case the Endspiel entails (in view of Corollary 
2) a tail chase where both players employ LOS guidance; or, alternatively, to head directly toward 
the target set .£-, in which case the game evolves in V and terminates along the target semicircle 
.J-. Now. in the first scenario where the optimal flow field in V "'crosses" the dividing surface S 
and, according to Proposition 1, is subsequently tangent o S, it is possible, in view of the discussion 
in [2], that the value function T(y, z, .rE) on V U V is not differentiable (on S). Hence, the second 
possibility, whereby E directly heads towards ,Y and which yields V invariant under the optimal 
strategies, warrants closer investigation. Indeed, it will turn out in the sequel that in this case the 
value function so constructed is differentiable on V U 17. Hence, this solution, which globally 
satisfies the partial differential equation (PDE) of dynamic programming, is in fact the optimal 
solution. 
4. THE WALL PURSUIT GAME 
We now consider the additional planar boundary of the open set V, ;~ ~ ,d),,z, xF)}x~ =0, 
z > 0, y2 + z 2 > 12}. It is the set of(initial) states that correspond to the instance of E being initially 
on the state constraint. This particular differential game [where xE(0)=0] is referred to in 
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[1, p. 137], by the name "Wall Pursuit Game". Its solution in the specific (and simple) case under 
consideration is explicitly given by E's strategy 
if* = ½n[l - sign(y)] 
and the collision course pursuit strategy of P 
~,= 
sin 1 z sin j(_l _z ] \:~ /v~-+z: J for y>~O 
~y2 + z-" x /y~+z - 
and 
- +sin ~ for y<O;  
4y2 + 22 
furthermore, the value function on ~ is 
[yl + x/~2Y2 + (~2 _ l)z 2 
T(y ,  z, O) - ~: - ! 
(9) 
(10) 
Indeed, the planar boundary set ~ is similar to the surface S in that it is invariant under the optimal 
flow (9), which, in addition, terminates on ~--. 
Hence, the fact that the target set in ~ is common with the target set in V (i.e. it is ~-), the 
fact that the motion of E along the state constraint is restrained (by the state constraint) and the 
fact that E has simple motion imply that it is not optimal for E, while not initially on the state 
constraint, to lead prematurely toward the state constraint. Therefore, the optimal flow in V will 
not exit from V on ~, and the Endspiel will not consist of a wall pursuit game. 
5. THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION IN V AND THE D IFFERENTIAL  
GAME OF DEFENDING A TARGET 
Thus, our considerations in Sections 3 and 4 above direct us now to investigate the case where 
the open set V is invariant under the optimal flow in V. The optimal flow eventually terminates 
on ,~. Also, recall that ,Y- is on the boundary of V. This then means that in the (realistic) playing 
space R,  P and E head toward an aiming point A on the state constraint. The fact that the motion 
in the (reduced) state space (y, z, xE) evolves in V and does not leave V tells us that the state 
constraint is met by E (at A) precisely at the instant of termination of the game. In other words, 
at the instant of capture E is at the point A on the state constraint (xE = 0) and P e R such that 
the distance [PE] is l. Hence, in V the following version of the "Differential Game of Defending 
a Target" is played: the "intruder" E strives to reach the (fictitious) "target set" that is now 
embodied by the state constraint. This is feasible in V because in V the Apollonius circle based 
on the segment [PE] that corresponds to the (speed) ratio ~ meets the state constraint along a chord 
that intersects the straight line through P and E. Hence, the Apollonius circle meets the state 
constraint. Indeed, the Apollonius circle constitutes the boundary of the largest (target) set in the 
plane that can be successfully defended by P against he intruder E in a differential game of"Target 
Defense"; specifically, this set is the compliment in R of the above-mentioned Apollonius disc. 
Hence, the race to a point B • Apollonius disc is won by E, that is E can reach the point B E R 
unhindered before being intercepted by P in the differential game of defending the target point B. 
Thus, the reader is referred to [3] where, in the present context, (the auxiliary) differential game 
of defending a target is analyzed and the Apollonius circle device is discussed, Moreover, in the 
light of the above considerations it is now clear that since he wishes to prolong the duration of 
the engagement, E will choose the specific point B on the circumference of the Apollonius circle 
such that the distance [PB] is maximal and, in addition, B • state constraint. This specific point then 
constitutes the aiming point A that is indicated in Fig. 4. Its position in the geometry of Fig. 4 
is specified by the parameter YA. Thus, the aiming point A is the further of the two points of 
intersection of the Apollonius circle based on the segment [PE] and the (speed) ratio c~, and the 
straight line delimiting the state constraint. 
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Fig. 4. The aiming point A. 
Finally, these considerations now let us evoke the solution to the (auxiliary) differential game 
of defending the target point A, which in the present context yields the solution to our differential 
game in V: 
sin4)* x//~ 2 -  1 xL+z  v , ' :~- -  1 = - -  , COS q5 * . | 'A 
/ _2  1,2 X/z2 _ y2 + 2XEZ + 2Vl, A 0{ \ / ,  + 2.Vf:Z + 2r.!'A 
and 
sin g,*  = , , f0{ 2 _ 1 xv. 
N/Z 2 --3 ,2 -F 2XE2 + 2y)' A 
and the value function is 
COS ~ * = .,/~ 2 _ 1 J 'A  - -  . | '  
\./z 2 _ t' 2 + 2x E,: + 2)'), A 
~(11) 
1 
T(y,  z, xE) - ~x/7~-_~ x /z  2 -y2  + 2xe-  + 2yyA. (12) 
We here view YA as being dependent on the initial (or, rather, on the current) state (y, ` 7, .xy:) of 
the game. The function YA is explicitly given by 
0{e 3, +x/~-~(y - '+`Te) - [ (~ -" 1 )x , - : ]  e 
) 'A= ~ 2  I (13) 
The above formulae follow from our analysis of the traingle APE for the special case of point 
capture where l = 0. The solution is similar for the case of a positive capture radius l > 0, albeit 
with more cumbersome algebraic expressions. 
6. CAPTURABIL ITY  
We are now intent on proving that the candidate optimal pursuit strategy ~* (in V), given by 
equation (1 I), is indeed a capture strategy. Our proof  is based on showing that YA(Y, :, X,) is a 
Lyapunov function, where the function VA is given by equation (13). To this end we calculate the 
rate of change of  J'a along system trajectories. Thus, we tirst evaluate 
dy A g2yACOS ~+ ~2xt: sin ~J -- 0~[0~2y,x cos q5 +(`7 +_v, ) sin oh] 
dt = (0{2 _ 1).v,x -- ~2v (14) 
We next insert the optimal pursuit strategy 4'* given by equation (1 1) into equation (14), and 
we obtain [after we maximize on 0 the RHS of equation (14)]: 
d), A 1 [ , ,' , .,--7 0{ 2I,A + (`7 + VE )2 ] 
d--~<(~e--l)Ya -~:vL~-<vx+x~:-v~--I , ~-~ ~- :~:  1. 115~ 
. ,v , 'z -  ) ' -  + _ .v~z  + Z)'J',\ d 
Note that in equation (15) above, the expression (~2 _ [ ) l ,  A _ 0{21, ~> 0. Indeed, this follows from 
equation (13) and from the fact that the state (y, z, x~ ) ~ V, namely from ` 7 > (0{ I).q. 
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We next employ the identity 
/_e x / -~- I  ~,2 ,2  v-  -ve+zxEz+2yy  A-  X / )A+(Xc+' ) "  (16) a 
Then, in view of equation (15) and in view of the above identity, we conclude that the sign of 
dyA/dt is determined by the expression 
, / .4  
so that 
where the "coefficient'" K > 0. 
~2yA +(Z + XE) 2 
"v" Y k + (x~ + 
) 
2 2+ _2 }, +YA)[YA  (xE -Fz )  ] -- [g 2y A -F (z -[- XE) 2] ' ) 
We now return to the geometry of Fig. 4. The RHS of equation (17) is 
~[AF][AP] - {(~2 _ I)yx" + [AP] 2 } = a[AF][AP] - [~'YA" 2 + (XE + Z)2]. 
NOW, in V, z + xv. > ~xE, and therefore quation (18) yields 
,:~[AF] [AP] 2 ~ z)2 - -g  y  -- (XE+ ~< ~ [AF][AP] - ot2y2 - ~2x2 
). 
= ~ {[AF][AP] - ~[AF] 2} 
In view of equation (19), we finally consider 
[AP] - ~[AF] = 2[AE] - 2[AF] = :~{[AE] - [AF]} < 0. 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
7. THE GLOBAL SOLUTION (IN V U V) 
Our candidate solution so far comprises the candidate optimal strategies (6), (9) and (I I) [and 
(13)] in 17, ,# and 17 respectively. Furthermore, the (candidate) time-to-capture value function is 
given by equations (7), (I0) and (12) [and (13)] in 17, ~ and 17 respectively. Now, it is readily 
verifiable that both the above (piecewise defined) candidate optimal strategies and their associated 
value function are globally continuous. Here, the continuity of the optimal feedback strategies 
guarantees that the closed-loop (optimal) dynamical system is well behaved, that is no singularities 
can arise in the optimal flow field on the boundaries S and ,~ of the "cells" 17 and V. In fact, the 
regularity of the optimal flow field is guaranteed by our construction of the candidate optimal 
solution. Moreover, we have shown that this candidate optimal pursuit strategy is a capture 
strategy. 
Furthermore, it also turns out that our candidate value function T is (globally) differentiable. 
For example, we shall verify that on S, 
=0 t2o) 
C~-'(" E I C-'(E 
Indeed, that 
~?T =0 
follows trivially from equation (7). In order to calculate 
~T 
(PXE t" 
we next differentiate quation (12), namely: 
~YA 
0T _ 1 z+) '~x~: 
x/z- . +2XEZ+2yyA 
(21) 
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Moreover, equation (13) yields 
~?YA (~2 _ 1).rE - : 
We next insert into equation (22) the equation for the dividing surface S, i.e. 
Z 
XI!-- 
and we thus calculate 
(22) 
?)'A S-- : (23) 
8XE y" 
Hence, if we now insert equation (23) into equation (21), we finally calculate on S: 
8T =0.  
Similarly, an easy calculation shows that the 
(?T ?T 
- -  and - 
cG 3' ¢'~z 
derivatives are also globally continuous. Now, the differentiability of our candidate value function 
T(y, z, XE) implies that it must globally satisfy the dynamic programming PDE, associated with 
the control problem (1) and (3), if it is indeed true that TO', x, x~) rcpresents the optimal solution. 
Note that the state constraint (2) is satisfied by the construction of our candidate solution. Hence. 
we now consider the PDE 
i.e. 
and 
VPT (?T . (JT ] 
- l=minmaxL  ~, * ~(cos~-~cos0)+~(sm~, -~s in0)+~v~( -s in~, ) .   , (24) 
l= x/t.c.~) \~--2 -x/\Ov) +\,~7 ,~.,-,~2' (25) 
~T /~T ¢8T ?T)  /"¢JT 
tg4 ,*=~/  --pv, tg~*=\~ ?.v~, f / --By" (26) 
After some algebraic manipulations concerning equations (12) (we actually differentiate the 
function T 2) and 13) we obtain 
T?  T YA(Y.~- Y) (27) 
?~.' i = ) 'A (~ 2 -  I ) -  ,~:v" 
T ~?T (YA -- I')(XE + Z) =- j=  " " (28) 
c,z yA(~: - 1) - ~23," 
T--ST ~ = ZyA --yz --)'xE (29) 
(?'YE TA(~ 2 - 1) -- ~2~," 
Inserting equaUons (27)-(29) into the RHS of equation (26) we immediately verify that equation 
(26) holds. Furthermore, combining equations (25) and (26), we obtain 
/'~T 1 1 1/~v =~ 4,* q,*; (30) . COS COS 
and therefore, inserting equations (11), (12) and (27) into equation (30) abovc, we finally verify 
that equation (25) holds in V. The verification step in P is easy and in I? it is trivial. We have thus 
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succeeded in synthesizing, in Sections 3 5, a globally differentiable value function T(y, z, x~) that 
yields the solution to our differential game (I)-(3). Furthermore, we have proved in Section 6 that 
the above synthesized pursuit strategy of P is a capture strategy (in the face of arbitrary opposition 
by E). This then establishes our solution (11)-(13). Moreover, equations (24) (26) imply that the 
value function on V, T(y, z, xF), is a Lyapunov function on V. Therefore, in view of the analysis 
in Sections 3 5, the global value function T(y,z, xE), defined on V U V U,¢, is a Lyapunov 
function for the dynamical system (1)-(3). 
It is remarkable that an attempt at directly solving the (nonlinear) PDE (25) and derive the result 
(12) and (13) is not promising. However, in the next section we investigate certain interesting 
aspects of Isaacs approach to the solution of the PDE (25). 
8. AN ALTERNATIVE  APPROACH BASED ON ISAACS 
RETROGRADE METHOD 
As before, our starting point is the analysis of the state space illustrated in Fig. 2. We identify 
the target set in the (y, z, -rE) state space and we work our way back from the target set. Specifically. 
we employ lsaacs' retrograde method in an attempt o synthesize a "satisfactory" value function. 
Thus. on the part of the target surfaces that corresponds to x~ > 0 the transversality condition 
stipulates that the (adjoint) vector 
be normal to the target surface and point in an outward direction. Furthermore, the simple-motion 
kinematics implies that the adjoint variables 
c?T 8T 8T 
- -  - -  and 
By' 8z 8xE 
are constant during the retrograde motion. Hence, the values of 
c~T ~T ~T 
- -  - -  and 
c~y' c~z 8xE 
at termination (i.e. on the target surface) in turn determine, via equation (26), the constant controls 
4~* and ~0" during the retrograde motion. Thus, by choosing different points of termination on 
the target set and their associated normal and outward pointing vectors (i.e. the components 
c~T c3T c~T 
and 
By' 3z 8xE 
of the normal vector), and by integrating the equations of motion (1) in a retrograde direction, 
we sweep out (a part of) the state space, thereby synthesizing the optimal feedback solution. Now 
(see Fig. 2), on the target set and for 
8T 
xE > 0, the 
component vanishes. Hence, for optimal trajectories that terminate on the target set at x~ > 0, 
.,- 6 ' )  
Hence, if we integrate quation (1) in the retrograde direction starting out at y = : = 0..,q > 0, 
and if we parameterize 
(?T 8T 
c')), - sin ~o, ~ = cos q), 
then at the time instant - t  
7[ 
=~-~0 
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and 
y ( - - t )  = t(~ - 1) cos ~p -] 
z ( - t )=t (~- l ) s inq  ) (31) 
xv:(-  t) = x~ + t sin (p. 
Hence, we calculate from equations (31): 
(~ - 1)xE(- t )  = (:~ - l)xe +(,:~ - l)t sin (p = (z - 1)xt~+ : ( - t ) ,  
and therefore the parameter xE > 0 implies that 
:( - t )  < (~ - 1 ) .v~(  - t ). (32)  
Hence, in view of equation (32) we conclude that the retrograde trajectories (31) sweep out the 
state space region V. This is a two-parameter (xe > 0 and -Tr < q < re) family of straight-line 
trajectories. 
So far, we have employed the part of the largest cylinder that corresponds to .re > 0. At x~ = 0 
the targer cylinder meets the state constraint xe = 0 along the semicircle arc parameterized by 
-2-<v,-<5, 
as is illustrated in Fig. 2. It is thus obvious that the classical (state-unconstrained) transversality 
condition does not hold on the circumference of the above-mentioned semicircle, which lies in lhe 
state constraint plane x~: = 0. Indeed, the transversality conditions is a local condition, and here 
the presence of the state constraint in immediate proximity of the target, together with the specific 
geometry of the problem (see for example, Fig. 2), implies that the new "state-constrained" 
transversality condition is, at .q:: = 0, that: 
(i) The co-state vector \8y' ~?:'8.ve/ 
be normal to the above-mentioned semicircle, and, in addition, 
di) ?T  
> o. 
Hence, we again integrate the equations of motion (1) in a retrograde direction starting out at 
y= z = XE = 0, and we obtain a family of straight-line trajectories that is parameterized by 
-~<q~ and - ->~() .  
As before, 
?T ?T 
?Y sin(p, ~=cosq~.  
In addition (see Fig. 5 below) the range of the 
~T 
\ - -  
( 'X  k 
2 
8T 
ax E I c~s~ 
rr 
2 
~T 
Fig. 5. The range of the parameter ?x f  
"-4, 
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parameter now depends on the parameter  q0, namely 
0 < ~c  .v-- < cos qo. 
Now, 
,?T\ 
cos Co =~/  
2 qo, =tg  \ s~ncp /" (33) 
and 
y( - t) = t(~ sin q) - cos q) *) "] 
z ( - t )  t(~ cos q~ - sin ~o*) 
xE(-t) t sin ~0". 
Note that in view of equations (34), for 
the coordinate 
-5<0<5, 
(34) 
rc rc (?T 
- -2  <~° <~ and 0<--Sx~ <c°s~°" 
parameters uch that 
The homogeneity in t of  equations (34) renders it sufficient to consider the case t = 1. Thus, we 
insert t = 1 in equations (34), and we suppress the t variables in the components y, z and xE of 
z ( - t )>0.  (35) 
In addition, in view of equations (34), 
(~ - i)XE(-- t) = (e -- l)t sin O* =- t(cz sin ~o* -- sin q~*); 
however, by construction, always 
sin ~0 * > sin ~ *, 
and hence 
(~z - 1)XE(-- t) = t(~Z sin ~* -- sin ~*) < t(~z sin (0" -- sin qJ*) = z(--t). (36) 
Thus, equations (35) and (36) indicate that the retrograde trajectories (34) are in the set V in 
the state space. We also observe that in V, the slope of the line of sight (LOS) is explicitly given 
by 
y ( - t )  :~s in~p-cos~*  
z ( - t )  ~cosq~-s inO* '  
and is thus independent of t. Hence, in V, along the optimal trajectories the LOS does not rotate, 
and the mot ion is along a collision course. Hence, the crucial question concerning the retrograde 
synthesis procedure hinges on the answer to the following question: is the mapping 
F: t,~p,(~xE / [y( t) ,z(-t) ,&.(-t)]  
a bijection in V? In other words, given the point [y(-t),  z( - t ) ,  XE(--t)] ~ V, we must show that 
one can find corresponding q~ and 
(?T 
(~ X E 
8O 
the state vector, obtaining 
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In addition, we define 
.v = ~ sin m -cos~*  
- = ~ cos 40 - sin ip* 
v~ = sin ~ * 
and we rewrite equations (33) in the form 
~T 
~_vu" 
(37) 
sin 40 cos 40 - 
cos ~* = - - ,  sin ~* = (38) 
~2 x/I  +~ -2~cos40 ,v / l+4  2 -24cos40  
Hence, we now investigate the surface in ~= {y, z, .vL~ given in parametric form by equations 
(37) and (38), the parameters are 
- -  <40 <-  and 0<4 <cos40. 
2 2 
This surface is drawn in Fig. 6. In the positive orthant this surface is explicitly given by the function 
y(z, .vt! ) = ~/0~  - (z + xe) 2 - \ /1 - .v  7. 
Thus, its projection onto the xL = 0 plane is one an arc of  a circle of  radius ~ centered at the point 
( - 1,0, 0); the projection onto the z = 0 plane of  the line of  intersection of  the surface with the 
dividing plane S [which is given by z = (~ - 1)XE] is an ellipse with semi-axes 1 and ~ -- 1, and the 
projection of  the surface onto the plane of symmetry = 0 is the hyperbola 
z 2 + 2=.v~. = ~2 _ I. 
Indeed, this surface "spans" the positive orthant and the mapping F under consideration is 
therefore surjective. 
Moreover, the mapping F is one-to-one because, in view of equation (37), 
~b* = sin 'Xr~ (39) 
*=tg  ~ cos40-4  (40) 
sin 40 
and, in view of equation (38), 
Z=(u . i )XE  
ellipse/" 
- / ~  LTh e centered at ( - I,O,O ) 
Y surface representing the mapping F 
Fig. 6. The surface representing the mapping F. 
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Thus, combining equations (38) and (40), we calculate 
_ _ xr sin ~0" ~(x~:, ~9) = cos ,p x/ I  - x~: 
note that on the surface under consideration 0 ~< XE ~< 1. 
Moreover, combining the first two equations in the system of equation (37), we also calculate 
q~(y,z)=sin \ ~ / ~ - tg  ' . 
Furthermore, the extreme parameter value 
~T 
,., - -  ~ =COS(p  
¢~X E 
causes the retrograde trajectories to cover the plane XE = 0 (i.e. the set ,)/), whereas the extreme 
parameter value 
~-  -0  
(~X E 
causes the retrograde trajectories to cover the dividing surface S [i.e. the plane z = (~ - I).vt:]. 
Finally, equations (37) and (38) afford the possibility to calculate explicitly the value (time-to- 
capture) function and to synthesize the optimal feedback strategies. Thus, this alternative approach 
is fully equivalent to the method presented in Sections 5 7 above. 
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the present paper we have analyzed the differential game of simple-motion pursuit-evasion 
in the half plane. It is perhaps the simplest possible, yet of the same time non-trivial and interesting, 
state constrained pursuit--evasion differential game. We have employed an approach whereby we 
initially made a Ansatz concerning the geometry of the optimal flow, which we subsequently 
validated by direct verification in Sections 6 and 7. Our approach necessitated the consideration 
of the following auxilliary differential games: in Section 3 we considered the part of the state space 
where the state constraint is not effective, that is we considered the state-unconstrained 
pursuit evasion differential game; in Section 4 we considered the "Wall Pursuit Game": and in 
Section 5 we considered the "Differential Game of Defending a Target". 
Our analysis of this simple state-constrained differential game might appear somewhat pedantic. 
However, it is our contention that these are necessary steps that one must go through in a 
state-constrained situation; in general, our program will be rather cumbersome to carry through. 
In addition, we have also explored, in Section 8, Isaacs' retrograde method, and we have 
investigated certain facets of the problem that are germane to our state-constrained situation. The 
two approaches are complimentary. 
We have presented the results mainly for the case of point capture where l = 0. Note, however, 
that in our analysis we were guided by considerations applicable to the case l > 0. Indeed, 
throughout our analysis of the case of point capture we have tacitly assumed that l > 0, and we 
have considered the limiting situation where l ~ 0. The extension of our results to the case of a 
positive capture radius l > 0 is evident, albeit the algebra involved (in particular, in the wdidation 
steps) is rather cumbersome. For example, the capture strategy is then given by the following 
generalizations of formulae (1 l) and (13) above: 
(~*(y,z, xE; l )=tg ,(xE + z~ 
k YA / '  
where YA(Y, Z, XE; l) is now the largest possible (and real) solution of the quartic equation 
(1 - ~2)2y4 + 4~2(1 _ x2)yy3 + 2{2~4y2 + (1 - ~2)[(XE+Z) 2 + l  2 -  ~2X~-- ~2y2]_ 21 z}y~ 
+ 40~'V[(XE + Z) 2 + l 2 -  ~" 2 2 " XE-- ~ Y~]Ya + [(XE + Z) 2 + l 2 
__ 72X~ " __ ~2yZ]2  __ 412(X~ + Z)2  = 0. 
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Note that the above quartic equation degenerates to the quadratic equation (13) in the special 
case where l = 0; hence, for 0 < l ,~ I a continuation method suggest itself for the approximate 
explicit solution of  the quartic equation. At any rate, as before in the case of  point capture, the 
pursuer optimally heads toward an aiming point A on the boundary of  the state constraint. This 
aiming point is parametrized by its displacement relative to the orthogonal projection of P onto 
the state constraint. )'A, along the boundary of  the state constraint. 
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